EXHIBIT 5

New text is underlined; deleted text is in brackets.

Nasdaq ISE Rules

* * * * *

Rule 722. Complex Orders and Quotes

Stock-Option Orders will not be automatically executed against bids and offers on the Exchange for the individual legs (“legging”) pursuant to subparagraphs (d)(1) and (d)(3) of Rule 722 and Supplementary Material .01 and .02 to Rule 722. Stock-Option Orders will continue to execute against other Stock-Option Orders in the Complex Order Book. The Exchange will [recommence] delay the reintroduction of legging for Stock-Option Orders on ISE [on or before March 21, 2019] until the earlier of the implementation of SR-ISE-2019-05 or May 1, 2019. The Exchange will issue an Options Trader Alert notifying Members when this functionality will be available.

* * * * *